
The Hoofer Mega-Family User Guide
The Hoofer mega-family of 28 fonts can be divided into three sub-families:

Hoofer Brush sub-family: An eclectic group of five fonts: Mainly joined scripts
Hoofer Brush Rose a retro script
Hoofer Brush Swing an oblique retro script based on Hoofer Brush Rose
Hoofer Brush Spiral a fun, retro script related to Hoofer Brush Rose
Hoofer Brush Spiral Oblique an Oblique version of Hoofer Brush Spiral
Hoofer Ornaments a set of ornaments compatible with all three Sub-Families

Hoofer Line sub-family: Seven mono-line Scripts with joined letters in a 
number of weights & styles

Hoofer Line Thin
Hoofer Line Thin Oblique
Hoofer Line Medium
Hoofer Line Medium Oblique
Hoofer Line Black
Hoofer Line Black Oblique
Hoofer Line Space

Hoofer Sans sub-family: Sixteen Casual, Sans-Serif fonts that are very 
readable in a variety of weights & styles

Hoofer Sans Thin Hoofer Sans Thin Oblique
Hoofer Sans Thin SmallCaps Hoofer Sans Thin SmallCaps Oblique
Hoofer Sans Medium Hoofer Sans Medium Oblique
Hoofer Sans Medium SmallCaps Hoofer Sans Medium SmallCaps Oblique
Hoofer Sans Black Hoofer Sans Black Oblique
Hoofer Sans Black SmallCaps Hoofer Sans Black SmallCaps Oblique
Hoofer Sans UltraBlack Hoofer Sans UltraBlack Oblique
Hoofer Sans UltraBlack SmallCaps Hoofer Sans UltraBlack SmallCaps Oblique

Number of Styles:
Why such a wide range of styles in one mega-family? They have been developed so that they can be used 
together in a wide variety of ways. They are all visually and stylistically compatible and have a similar family 
feel. You, the designer, do not have to search through a number of different, unrelated fonts in order to find 
one or more fonts that are mutually compatible. Take a look at the posters associated with the Hoofer mega-
family to see the wide range of styles and to see how they can be used.

Overview:
The mood of the Hoofer fonts is flexible, slightly retro, casual and readable. It combines script and many sans-
serif styles with ornaments into one mega-family. 
The Hoofer Brush sub-family is designed for titling, packaging and display purposes,  
The Hoofer Line sub-family can also be used for titling, packaging and display.  However, it is less "showy", 
and conveys an air of informality. 
The Hoofer Sans sub-family is designed to shine as sub-heads and as body text. The wide range of Hoofer 
Line styles gives you, the designer, great flexibility in creating just the mood or impression that you want.
Most of the fonts have one or more OpenType Features. These can be accessed in a number of ways. The 
reason for this is that the major software producers provide different (and often conflicting) ways of accessing 
OpenType Features. In some cases such software manufacturers provide NO way of accessing certain 
OpenType Features. We have tried to remedy this by providing a highly flexible family of fonts.



OpenType Features:  what features are available?

OpenType Features: how to access them…

1:    Word-Begin and Word-End Features
Using these two features you can obtain effects such as:

!sun"
This is achieved by typing: #coilbeg1sun#coilend1

#coilbeg1 produces a ! (coil) attached to the beginning of the word "sun"

#coilend1 produces  "  (coil) attached to the end of the word "sun"

Similarly, with different codes, (#leafbeg2 and #leafend2), we get

 #tree$
This is achieved by typing: #leafbeg2tree#leafend2



For each of the Hoofer Line fonts there are the same (or very similar), word beginnings and endings. The 
codes and their beginnings and endings are shown in the following table:

Note that the same codes are used for each of the Hoofer Line fonts. The swashes used will match the font in 
terms of its weight.



2: Small Cap Feature
The OpenType feature called "Small Caps" is not treated uniformly across all major applications that appear to 
use it. By examining the following table, let us consider how Small Caps can be used to change the 
appearance of text:

2a. This is how normal (upper and lower case) text appears. Notice how the weight (the stroke or the 
thickness of the line) of the capital and the lower case letters is exactly the same. The standard height of 
the lowercase letters (called the x-height) is lower than the standard height of the upper case letters. This 
appearance of text is available as standard from the vast majority of fonts.

2b. Here the upper case letters are taller than the "small caps" (which replace lower case letters). However, I 
call this text variant "Fake Small Caps" because it is created by combining two different font sizes in the 
same word (the same caps at a larger and a smaller font size). Note how the font weight changes within 
the same word from the normal caps weight to a lighter small caps weight. The small caps letters have 
not been especially designed to be used in a "small caps feature". 

An example of this approach to small caps is in Microsoft® Word (I use version 14 for Mac), which 
has a button labelled "Small Caps". Selecting this feature changes the text appearance from that in row 
(a) to that in row (b).

2c. True small caps are characterised by 
1. the same weight in both upper and lower case characters; and
2. especially designed lower case (small cap) characters, which have different proportions from the 

small cap characters shown in row 2b of the table and also from the upper case characters.
These characteristics provide a substantial advantage to designers: They can, at the same fort size, 
create headings in two different ways -- using all upper case OR all small caps.  The appearance is very 
different as shown below (the same font size has been used in both examples):

Accessing Small Caps
No OpenType features are needed to access small cap features in the Hoofer Sans family.
The fonts in the Hoofer Sans sub-family are named very simply using the following abbreviations:

SC = small caps replace the lower case characters;
Obl = Oblique;
Blak = Black
Ublk = Ultra Black



3: Alternate Numerals (figures)
You can access two sets of figures (numbers) in Hoofer Sans fonts. Both sets are tabular and lining but they 
differ in the height (but not the width) of the figures. For example, using Hoofer Sans Thin Regular we have

The height of the alternate figures has been chosen so that they are compatible with the small caps. However, 
these alternate figures are available in all Hoofer Sans fonts, whether they feature small cap fonts or not.

Accessing Alternate Figures
The alternate figures are accessed using OpenType technology. Since both sets of figures are tabular and 
lining, activate the alternate figures with one of the following options:

stylistic set 1, or
titling, or
small caps.

4: Ornaments (Dingbats & Swashes)
Ninety four ornaments are provided in the font "Hoofer Ornaments". he Ornaments have been designed so that 
they will harmonise with all fonts in the Hoofer sub-families, either in terms of theme or style. Download  the 
PDF file called "Hoofer Ornaments Index". This will help you to quickly choose the appropriate ornament(s) 
for your document. You can print out this index to create a ready-to-hand "cheat sheet".
Note that for convenience, the Hoofer Ornaments have been included in the Hoofer Brush sub-family.


